Quick facts
- **Company:** FixMyBerlin
- **Sector:** Regions & Cities
- **Product / service:** Application
- **Type of data:** Traffic, infrastructure and planning
- **Origin:** Germany

Description
The transformation to the bicycle city Berlin is presented on the FixMyBerlin platform in an understandable and comprehensible way on maps. FixMyBerlin coordinates with the districts and the Senate Administration and shows infrastructure developments by subdividing it in four categories: concept, planning, under construction and finished. The Happy Bike Index shows where you can cycle safely and where it is still dangerous.

Benefits
User friendly way to find out what Berlin is planning in terms of biking infrastructure and how safe it is to bike around in the city.

How open data is used
Open infrastructure data of Berlin's district offices are shown on the platform. Happy Bike Index is calculated based on two factors: how stressful and dangerous the car traffic is and how much protection the existing cycling infrastructure offers. These factors are evaluated with maximum permitted speed, volume of traffic in cars per day and cycling infrastructure data.